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Our TMC Board is delighted to be sending you Issue 4 of our 2021 TMC Newsletter. We try to publish four newsletters
a year; some years we make it and some we don’t. Our group held two Marble Shows with the leadership of Carroll
Collier and Lynn Johnson. Rick Howard takes our membership dues and pays the bills—he says, ‘we did ok’. We were
also able to maintain our Website and Facebook page with Phil Antalis’ help. While we can always use more help; in
other words, if you are interested in helping with any of our activities just let one of the Board members have your contact
information—we made it through 2021. And, 2021 was a ‘whole lot better than 2020. Thank you to all of our members
and marble friends.

TMC 2022 MARBLE SHOWS — RESERVE YOUR TABLE NOW!
Spring 2022 Marble Show

Fall 2022 Marble Show (Tenative)

WHEN:
Saturday, April 23, 2022 from 9am—3pm

WHEN:
Saturday, October 22, 2022 from 9 am—3 pm

ROOM TRADING:
Thursday and Friday evenings, April 21 & 22

ROOM TRADING:
Thursday and Friday evenings October 20 & 21

HOTEL:
Wingate by Wyndham & Williamson
Conference Center
1209 N IH 35
Round Rock, Texas, 78664

HOTEL:
Radisson Hotel—North @ Fossil Creek
2540 Meacham Bluv.
Fort Worth, Texas 76106

HOTEL RESERVATIONS: 512. 341.7000
SHOW COORDINATOR: Carroll Collier
TABLE RESERVATIONS: 512.751.2945 or
Cdc2@flash.net

HOTEL RESERVATIONS: 817.625.9911
SHOW COORDINATOR: J. Lynn Johnson
TABLE RESERVATIONS: 940.300.3222 or
Lynn.johnson@unt.edu

CALVIN GRIFFITH: 1936-2021
Calvin Griffith passed away February 6,
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TMC 2021 MARBLE SHOWS
How nice it was to ‘be almost back to normal’ with our Texas
Marble Collectors Shows in 2021. Having canceled our

2021. Calvin was a long term member of

2020 shows, as most if not all marble groups did, we were

TMC having served on the Board and Fall

determined to hold our 2021 shows if we could do so in a

Show Coordinator for many years. Calvin

safe and healthy environment. With the help of our hotels

and large conference rooms, we accomplished that objective.

was knowledgeable about his activities and

Carroll Collier, our Spring Show coordinator, organized a

collected coins, watches, Zippo lighters,

successful show in Round Rock, Texas. We will return to

Western memorabilia, knives, and marbles.

Round Rock next year. Lynn Johnson organized our Fall

With an exterior appearance of gruffness,

Show in Fort Worth. Donnie Van Vranken, one of our longterm Board Members “made our Fall Show” with his marble

one only needed to spend a few minutes with
Calvin to know he was always willing to

expertise and interest. Let me share with you why we can

interested in his hobbies. Jane Armstrong tells

Donnie worked with Ann Steward to acquire Jay (Papa

say, “Donnie made our Show.”

share his expertise and help with individuals

Jay) Steward’s marble collection. Papa Jay was a life-long

the story that her most prized marble item(s)

is the result of Calvin’s help and consideration.

CALVIN GRIFFITH

marble collector from the mid-west; traveled extensively to

LYLE AND CAROL JORDON WITH
THEIR COLLECTION OF MARBLES
PICKED PRIMARY FROM WEST COAST
SOURCES

Chubby, Calvin’s son, tells about Calvin’s purchase of a knife just to destroy it because ‘it
was a counterfeit’ and he did not wish anyone to be duped. In other words, Calvin was a
serious collector, trader, and seller of items he found interesting.

As a marble collector and friend, we miss Calvin’s knowledge, interest, and passion for
life. We wish the best for Chubby and all of Calvin’s family.
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SHOWING A FINE COLLECTION OF
PACKAGING AND MARBLES
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marble shows, was a very active eBay collector,
and acquired excellent marbles. While most

of us knew that Papa Jay had an outstanding

collection; I am not sure any of us understood
the quality, breadth, and/or variety of his

collection. Donnie’s work with Ann allowed all
of us to see a collection at the very top of our
hobby.

While the Steward collection will draw marble

collectors from all parts of our country, Donnie’s
willingness to share the collection with TMC
members and friends was special. All of us
attending the Fall Show were able to find

marbles that enhanced collections. In other
words, Donnie made our Fall Show.

Beyond the Steward collection, our Fall Show

DONNIE VAN VRANKEN, A SMALL
PORTION OF A LARGE COLLECTION
DISPLAYED.

was support with Phil Antalis, our Houston
Board member, that always brings quality

Akro and Peltier’s for sell and display. Lyle

PHIL ANTALIS’ COLLECTION—
ALWAYS A QUALITY MIX OF
AKRO AND PELTIER.

LINDA CHRISTIANAEN WITH
HER PELTIER COLLECTION,
ONE OF THE VERY BEST.

RON MAXWELL, AN EXTENSIVE
COLLECTION FROM WEST TEXAS

PART OF PHIL COOKE’S
COLLECTION DISPLAYED

and Carol Jordon, collectors from Arizona,

bring excellent marbles that they have acquired
from shows in the Southwest. Local collectors

Linda Christiansen—great Peltier marbles; Ron
Maxwell-- excellent variety of Akros and Pelts;

Phil Cooke--outstanding Handmade collection
of Lutze’s, Micas, plus Akro (with displays
cabinets we would all prize to display our

marbles); Andre and Jean Meyers--sulfides and
an expertise in identification often unmatched.
Our pictures that follow offer a very, very

limited view of the array of marbles displayed at
the show. Make plans NOW to join us in 2022
for our Shows.

DONNIE VAN VRANKEN’S
COLLECTION CONTINUED
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WE GET CALLS!
Most of our Newsletters, Web site, and Facebook page mention our TMC Editor, Edna
Eaton, and Board Members: Lynn Johnson, Carroll Collier, Rick Howard, Phil Antalis,
Jane Armstrong, Claudia Buser, Phil Cooke, and Donnie Van Vranken. Thus, as readers
remember those ‘old marbles in the sock drawer’ they often call one of those names. Our
standard response is, “come to our marble shows for the best opportunities” to identify,
trade, or sell. If the caller cannot attend (i.e., perhaps, personal mobility is limited; the
marbles involve too much volume, etc.), our response is “where are the marbles, we will
ask one of our members near you to evaluate the marbles.” Let me share with you one of
my most unusual visits.
Living in Denton, I took a call from an estate dealer in the process of closing a home in
one of the Dallas suburbs. The caller said they wished to sell all marbles and estimated
that the home contained 40 to 60 five-gallon containers of marbles. “Interesting; but
surely the caller’s estimate is an exaggeration of the volume,” I felt. Upon my arrival, I
found the home plus two out-building packed with marbles. The 40 to 60 estimate was
not an exaggeration; it was an under-estimate of the volume. Five-gallon boxes and
buckets were everywhere; with many of the contains having been in storage for years.
After a brief inspection, I knew acquiring those marbles was a task well beyond my
capacity—even if the caller as giving the marbles away.

STEWARD COLLECTION;
PELTIER, BLUE GALAXY AT TOP,
CLOCK WISE RED BEE, BLUE BEE,
& COPPERHEAD

STEWARD COLLECTION;
BLUEBERRYPATCH ON LEFT, THREE
CORKS WITH DISTINCT COLOR
DESIGNS

STEWARD COLLECTION;
AKRO CLEAR BASE, 6 DIFFERENT
OXBLOOD DESIGNS, INSIDE

AKRO MARBLES PURCHASED AT
THE SHOW

I told the caller, “I can refer one or two of our members; perhaps they can help you.”
While I could not deal with this volume, I knew our members that make marbles
might be happy to help the caller. I started with Fred Wilganowski. Fred has a ‘world
of experience’ with glass and making marbles. He contacted the caller that day, made a
deal to purchase and arrange a time to get the marbles. Fred arrives at the home with his
pickup and four-wheel trailer; the workers load marbles until Fred calls a halt based on
the weight in the trailer and pickup. He had to make a second trip to get the remaining
marbles. I asked Fred to describe the volume of marbles. He tells me, “Lynn—the weight
would be over a ton; the number of contains is well over 60, perhaps 70 to 80.” Can you
imagine that much glass and marbles?
As I wrote in the title of this short note, “We Get Calls!” (P.S. if you would like to be on
our list of folks to refer callers too; give your name and contact information to one of our
Board members.) —Lynn Johnson
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